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Preface
When General Jean Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur Comte de Rochambeau
arrived in Newport Rhode Island, on July 10, 1780 with over 5800
troops, many of the officers and men could not speak or read English.
The French apparently brought a printing press with them, probably
aboard Rochambeau’s flagship, the Languedoc, or the Neptune, one of the
transports. The naval officers established a newspaper, the Gazette
Françoise or French Gazette, which was published at 641 Point Street
(later Water St. and now Washington St.) in Newport. (The area occupied
by Long Wharf was then known as the Point). The newspaper intended to
translate various news items printed in American newspapers to keep the
officers and men abreast of political events in this emerging nation.
The Gazette Françoise is the first known service newspaper published by
an expeditionary force. It may well be considered a bibliographical
ancestor of other service newspapers such as Stars and Stripes. The
news items that the Gazette covers reveal what the French considered
important. They also provide French commentary on American events,
such as Benedict Arnold’s Proclamation to the officers and soldiers of the
Continental Army on the front page of the first issue. Comparing the
Gazette to other newspapers also reveals what was censored or
considered unimportant to our French allies.
The American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts, is the
repository for the 8 extant issues (7 regular issues and a supplement)
which were published between November 17, 1780 and January 2, 1781.
Readex (a division of Newsbank) microfilmed these issues and recently
digitized them for their collection Early American Newspapers, Series I
(1690-1876) which is part of their Archive of Americana product. Howard
M. Chapin produced a facsimile edition in 1926 (Gazette Françoise: a
Facsimile Reprint of a Newspaper Printed at Newport on the Printing Press
of the French Fleet in American Waters. New York: The Grolier Club,
1926). Chapin apparently used the American Antiquarian Society’s
issues (although he notes the Rhode Island Historical Society as the

source) because all versions of the Gazette have the same torn portion of
the last page of the supplement.
The Gazette Françoise began publication four months after the arrival of
the French fleet and published for less than two months. The final issue,
the supplement, is dated January 2, 1781, even though the French
remained in Newport another six months, leaving on June 18 on the
famous march that would take them to Yorktown, Virginia. Were there
other issues published that were never located? Issue 7 of the Gazette
Françoise advertises a forthcoming almanac for the year 1781 and
announces a change of publication schedule beginning on January 9,
1781, leading one to expect the publication of other issues in 1781.
Some issues carry advertisements from Mr. Jastram, a bilingual resident
of Newport, for English lessons. The demand for private lessons was so
great that Mr. Jastram had to resort to group lessons. By the end of the
year, schoolmaster Phineas Salomon Lemonnier announced, in the
supplement, his plans to open a French and English school. Did the
officers and soldiers learn enough English to be able to read the local
newspapers or did Newporters learn enough French to be able to
communicate with them and to discuss the news and current events,
thereby making the newspaper unnecessary?
The subscriber base for the newspaper may have dwindled to a level that
no longer made it feasible to continue publication. However, the press
may have fallen on hard times and may not have been able to obtain
enough raw materials to continue production. The supplement offers “A
good price … for old rags good for making paper.” Possibly, the press
could not produce enough paper to continue publication, hence its
abrupt cessation.
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